Articles for the Just Not Right Assignment

**Article #1:** Password Protection a crucial Charter Right (Should people be forced to give passwords to their smartphones, etc... to the police?)

**Article #2:** Aboriginal medicine ruling sparks instant controversy (Should rights of Indigenous people over-ride the government?)

**Article #3:** Federal government set to challenge Quebec values charter (Should a provincial government ban religious clothing and symbols in the public sector?)

**Article #4:** Language used in federal hearing should be personal choice: top court (Do people have the right to choose either official language is used in court?)

**Article #5:** Is it a politician’s right to block people on Twitter? (Does a citizen’s right to freedom of expression attacked when a politician blocks them on social media?)
https://www.thestar.com/politics/political-opinion/2018/10/18/is-it-a-politicians-right-to-block-people-on-twitter.html

**Article #6:** More than 23,000 sign petition calling on Ford not to overrule the charter. (Should Provincial Premiers use the notwithstanding clause to override court rulings?)